DIRECTIONS TO SECOND HARVEST

SECOND HARVEST FOOD BANK OF ORANGE COUNTY
8014 Marine Way, Irvine, CA 92816*
* Not all GPS systems show our location accurately. Please use Marine Way entrance.

5 NORTH
- Exit Sand Canyon Avenue and turn Right
- Turn Left at Marine Way
- Follow Marine Way past Ridge Valley and Skyhawk signals
- Food Bank will be on right side

405 NORTH
- Exit Sand Canyon Avenue and turn Right
- Turn Right at Marine Way
- Follow Marine Way past Ridge Valley and Skyhawk signals
- Food Bank will be on right side

5 SOUTH
- Exit Sand Canyon Avenue and turn Left
- Turn Right at Marine Way
- Follow Marine Way past Ridge Valley and Skyhawk signals
- Food Bank will be on right side

405 SOUTH
- Exit Sand Canyon Avenue and turn Left
- Turn Right at Marine Way
- Follow Marine Way past Ridge Valley and Skyhawk signals
- Food Bank will be on right side

Enter Marine Way and Sand Canyon for Second Harvest Food Bank